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Abstract
This study proposes an integrated framework that considers letter-pair frequencies/combinations along with the
lexical features of documents as a means to identifying the authorship of short texts posted anonymously on
social media. Taking a quantitative morpho-lexical approach, this study tests the hypothesis that letter
information, or mapping, can identify unique stylistic features. As such, stable word combinations and
morphological patterns can be used successfully for authorship detection in relation to very short texts. This
method offers significant potential in the fight against online hate speech, which is often posted anonymously
and where authorship is difficult to identify. The data analyzed is from a corpus of 12,240 tweets derived from
87 Twitter accounts. A self-organizing map (SOM) model was used to classify input patterns in the tweets that
shared common features. Tweets grouped in a particular class displayed features that suggested they were
written by a particular author. The results indicate that the accuracy of classification according to the proposed
system was around 76%. Up to 22% of this accuracy was lost, however, when only distinctive words were used
and 26% was lost when the classification procedure was based solely on letter combinations and morphological
patterns. The integration of letter-pairs and morphological patterns had the advantage of improving accuracy
when determining the author of a given tweet. This indicates that the integration of different linguistic variables
into an integrated system leads to better performance in classifying very short texts. It is also clear that the use of
a self-organizing map (SOM) led to better clustering performance because of its capacity to integrate two
different linguistic levels for each author profile.
Keywords: authorship detection, forensic linguistics, morphological patterns, lexical features, letter-pair
frequencies, self-organizing map (SOM)
1. Introduction
With the world-wide impact of computer and internet services on modern life, unprecedented problems and
crimes have come to the surface with many negative repercussions. These problems and crimes have come to
represent the dark side of the Internet (Davies, Francis, & Jupp, 2016; Sutton & Mann, 1998; Wall, 2003). In
social media applications, for instance, unusual illegal acts are committed in ways that pose real threats to
personal safety in the use of these applications. A number of authorship identification techniques have been
developed with the purpose of detecting the real identities of cybercriminals. However, challenges relating to the
practical applications of authorship detection remain. One of these challenges is how to identify authors of very
short texts, especially in social media applications. Practically, applications that use conventional classification
methods based on the lexical and/or structural properties of a text do not usually yield reliable results in the
authorship detection of very short texts. Forensic text types are usually very short and have minimal linguistic
features. It is therefore difficult for forensic linguists to develop robust evidence as to authorship due to the lack
of sufficient linguistic data available to them.
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As a means of addressing this problem, this study suggests that a quantitative morpho-lexical approach, which
considers the two main variables of letter-pair frequencies and distinctive words and phrases, offers better
authorship detection. I propose that authors usually have habits that are reflected unconsciously in their use of
letters and words. As such, analysis of an author’s style can readily be carried out through the detection of stable
word combinations in a given corpus (Brena, 2011; Makagonov, Espinoza, & Sidorov, 2011). The study of
letter-pair frequencies can thus be useful in recognizing the real author of a disputed text. Individuals have
distinctive ways of writing that are reflected in their use of letters and this acts as a code or fingerprint by which
an author can be revealed. The problem with this approach, however, is that there are different variables, which
are difficult for conventional cluster analysis to handle. One way of solving this problem is the use of the
self-organizing map (SOM) model due to its effectiveness in processing different variables simultaneously.
This study is based on a corpus of selected tweets on the removal of Confederate monuments in the United States
in August 2017. The United States has over seven hundred monuments across the country dedicated to the
Confederate soldiers and leaders of the American Civil War who revolted after the US government sought to
abolish slavery. In 2015, a number of local governments in the United States decided to remove these
monuments because of their connotations of white supremacy and racism. In August 2017, however, a white
nationalist rally in Virginia brought renewed attention to the hundreds of Confederate monuments around the
country (Holland, 2017; Kenning, 2017). Supporters of Confederate symbols were not happy with the planned
removal of these Confederate monuments. They considered these monuments to be a part of US history
generally and something of which the great majority of Americans should be proud (Landrieu, 2018; Savage,
2017).
Energized by the violent rioting of nationalists and conservatives in Virginia, counter-protesters, called for the
immediate removal of Confederate monuments and statues as symbols of racism and oppression. Some of these
counter-protesters did not even wait for local officials to act, toppling Confederate monuments by themselves in
Durham, North Carolina, and several other American cities. The political battles and controversial debates over
the issue brought a flood of reaction on social media platforms, especially after the US President, Donald Trump,
commented on the events on Twitter. He posted three tweets defending the Confederate monuments and
describing their removal as “a foolish act”. He wrote:
•

“Sad to see the history and culture of our great country being ripped apart with the removal of our beautiful
statues and monuments. You …

•

… can’t change history, but you can learn from it. Robert E Lee, Stonewall Jackson—who’s next, Washington,
Jefferson? So foolish! Also …

•

… the beauty that is being taken out of our cities, towns and parks will be greatly missed and never able to be
comparably replaced!”

According to commentators, Trump’s tweets promoted division and fueled discourses of racism and hatred
among social media users (Nossel, 2017; Stolberg & Rosenthal, 2017). Furthermore, many observers linked this
online hate speech to real-life incidents. Given this context, it can be seen how this topic provides a good
opportunity to extract real-life data for addressing a significant issue with modern social media platforms, such
as Twitter—the use of hate-speech and the promotion of racial hatred and violence, which can often amount to
criminal behavior. In our case, Twitter was used as an experimental case for testing a new authorship detection
model based on the integration of letter-pair combinations along with morphological and lexical features. As
such, this study investigates whether the authorship of very short texts can be detected using only linguistic
stylometry.
2. Literature Review
Recent years have witnessed increasing rates of crime associated with the use of social media networks. These
criminal behaviors have included offensive language, hate messages, and even the spreading of violence and
terrorism. It may be true to say that rather than being platforms for social interaction, many social media
networks have instead become effective tools for posting abuse and sending message containing unpleasant or
embarrassing information about others. Criminals use them to encourage hate crimes (targeting people on the
basis of such things as religion, race, and sexual orientation) and terrorists to spread propaganda and inspire
people from around the world to commit terrorist acts. A major reason for the increase of crimes of this kind is
the anonymous nature of social networking or what can be described as their general potential for anonymity.
Different social media applications and websites, including Facebook and Twitter, enable cyberbullies to send
anonymous and destructive messages to others that can cause harm and even lead to suicide. It has even been
revealed that the anonymous nature of Facebook and Twitter has been taken advantage of to influence users’
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choices, spending habits, and even political decisions (e.g., Russian intervention in the 2016 US elections).
Although companies are constantly developing ways to deter and remove abusive posts, the damage done by
such posts usually remains. At the heart of this pseudo-anonymity, different social media channels provide rare
opportunities for attackers and cybercriminals to abuse others (by posting and sending verbal abuse and threats;
spreading false news and information, etc.) and remain shielded from responsibility for their postings.
Although some may argue for the desirability of anonymous communications in public discourse, the
consequences of such anonymity on social stability should be considered too. Some may use fake characters in
order to create social unrest and shape public understanding in particular ways. For example, Timberg and
Harwell (2018) argue that following the Parkland high school shootings in Florida, thousands of anonymous
posts about the attack sought to push false information about one of America’s deadliest school shootings. The
postings gave false explanations about the massacre and even convinced many followers that the shooter was an
active member of a white-supremacist group, which had negative implications for social integrity. The idea that
different social media networks have become a potent tool of abuse and deception has made it imperative to
address anonymity on the internet and think about novel and effective ways of dealing with this new kind of
authorship problems. In spite of the development of different approaches for authorship detection, results in
relation to applications where the content is limited remain inconsistent. This applies to both linguistic and
non-linguistic approaches to the problem. This study is limited to the investigation of linguistic approaches and it
is mainly concerned with addressing the problem of authorship detection using only linguistic methods.
The literature suggests that language has always been a key element in the criminal investigation of authorship
detection cases (Coulthard & Johnson, 2010, 2013; Craig, 2004; Schreibman, Siemens, & Unsworth, 2004;
Solan & Tiersma, 2012). Although the idea of using linguistic knowledge and methods for determining the
authorship of texts is very old, the effectiveness of linguistic analysis became increasingly recognized by both
researchers and investigation bodies in the second half of the twentieth century and the development of forensic
linguistics (Chaski, 2012; Solan & Tiersma, 2012). This term was first coined by Jan Svartvik in 1968. Svartvik
was a linguistic expert whose work contributed to highlighting the impact of linguistics on criminal
investigations and on legal activities and procedures (Coulthard & Johnson, 2013). Forensic linguistics may
generally be described as the application of linguistic knowledge, methods, and systems to legal settings. It tends
to offer a careful and systematic analysis of language that can be used by various professionals, including
lawyers, judges, and jury members, in evaluating questions of guilt and innocence in ways that serve justice and
help to find out the truth about crimes (Solan & Tiersma, 2012). With the development of computational
methods, forensic linguistic approaches have become more reliable and today it is considered “a well-established,
internationally recognized independent discipline of study” (Coulthard & Johnson, 2010, p. 5).
In authorship detection applications, forensic linguistics is generally based on the notion of a linguistic
fingerprint, which is defined as the process of collecting linguistic data and features that stamp a speaker/writer
as unique (Olsson, 2008, 2009). The assumption is that people use language differently, and that this difference
between people can be observed just as easily and surely as a fingerprint. To do this, forensic linguistics usually
adopts quantitative and statistical methods to investigate the linguistic level/s chosen by the researcher. The
majority of these quantitative or statistical linguistic approaches, known as stylometric approaches, are primarily
based on statistical investigation of the lexical, syntactic, and/or structural features of social media contents. This
has proved unsuccessful in detecting the possible authors of offensive content. This may be attributed to the fact
that the language of online social media is usually “highly unstructured, informal, and often misspelled” and
therefore unique (Chen, Zhou, Zhu, & Xu, 2012, p. 71). Similarly, Ostrowski (2014) argues that the peculiar
nature of social media language, being unorganized and characterized by extensive use of abbreviations, makes it
difficult for algorithms based on exploring and investigating only the linguistic and stylistic properties of
contents to identify possible authors of disputed texts.
Another problem that is associated with conventional stylometric approaches is that words are represented in the
form of single words or n-grams (known as the bag-of-words model) using a vector space model to measure
similarity between documents in a given corpus. One major problem with this lexical semantic approach is that it
ignores the syntax and contextual meaning of texts. Given the shortness of texts in social media, the lexical
frequencies encountered are far too low and cluster analysis will generate spurious results. This leads to sparsity
problems, which have negative implications for results based on the frequency of lexical types. Authorship
detection based only on single words is therefore unreliable. To sum up, with the anonymous nature of modern
internet applications and the tendency of users to use very short texts for illegal purposes, conventional or
vocabulary-based clustering methods are neither appropriate nor reliable.
In light of the limitations of lexical and structural analyses of such texts, this study proposes an integrated
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quantitative morpho-lexical approach in their place. This approach considers the use of letter-pair frequencies,
along with the distinctive lexical features of texts, to build a hierarchical cluster analysis. Successfully grouping
similar texts together can help in authorship identification. In traditional applications, documents are represented
using single words only—the rationale being that each writer has an identifiable fingerprint that can be detected
from the use of letters and that the number of possible variables (i.e., pairs) is quite small and the frequencies are
correspondingly enhanced (Moisl, 2009). Furthermore, familiar patterns, as reflected in the use of letter
combinations, can be more easily identified. In this way, it is supposed that the use of letter-pair frequencies is
appropriate for the nature of the data (very short social media texts). The research question centers on the
effectiveness of the use of letter-pair frequencies in supporting clustering performance and improving the
authorship identification of anonymous users of social media networks.
3. Methods
In order to address the problem of authorship detection of very short texts, this study adopts a quantitative
morpho-lexical approach. This is an integrated framework that considers both the quantitative morphological and
lexical properties of texts. Although different authorship recognition systems are based on the study of the
lexical properties of texts, the use of morphological information is not widely used. Taken together,
morphological and lexical properties, or what can be described as stylometric information, are thought to be
effective clues in identifying the author/s of given texts. Quantitative morphological and lexical analyses come
under the general study of quantitative linguistics—an umbrella term that is concerned with the study of the
quantitative properties of linguistic elements with the purpose of understanding and explaining different
linguistic phenomena and structures. Although the quantitative study of language dates back to the 19th century,
it was only in the closing years of the 20th century that its adoption became widespread. Over the past two
decades quantitative linguistic methods have been widely used to address varied problems: natural language
processing; machine translation; human intelligence; text classification; authorship detection; and information
retrieval. Morphological and lexical analyses have been crucial to such applications.
The proposed technique is carried out in two stages. In the first stage, the morphological and lexical information
are extracted from the dataset (in this case tweets) and graphically represented. In other words, quantitative
methods are used to capture all the distinctive morphological and lexical properties of the corpus and use them as
inputs with the purpose of building a structural (graphical) representation. This representation can then be used
to better understand the morphological patterns displayed and the ways the words are built. In our case, the
proposed hypothesis is that quantitative morpho-lexical methods are useful for identifying the distinctive
morphological, lexical features, and authors’ writing style, allowing us to assign texts to their authors. In other
words, morpho-lexical analysis based on quantitative methods is useful in finding out authors’ categories and
thus solving the problems of unknown or controversial authors.
In the second stage, automatic text classification (ATC) methods are used to group similar texts together. The
goal of ATC systems is to create clusters that are internally coherent, but clearly different from each other. In
authorship attribution/recognition applications and tasks, members of each cluster or category are assumed to be
written by the same author. For classification purposes, the self-organizing map (SOM) model is used. The
model was first developed by Teuvo Kohonen in 1982 and has become one of the most popular neural network
and data-dimensionality models. The function of the SOM is to process unsupervised datasets in a simple way,
taking into account the neuron neighborhood, to reveal the similarity between high dimensional data before
mapping this data onto a low dimensional map, while retaining the distinctive features of the original datasets
(Kohonen, 1982). In SOMs, the vectors, called neurons or nodes, are arranged in a single, usually 2-dimensional,
grid. This represents the input layer. Neurons in the input layer then lead out of the grid and after multiple
iterations successful neurons form areas with a high density of data points reflecting the underlying clusters in
the data (Kohonen, 1990, 1995, 2012).
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Figure 1. T
The way SOMss work
Juntunen, Liukkonen, Leehtola, and Hiiltunen (2013) argue that thee SOM model hhas a number of advantages over
n that
other multtivariate approaches such as factor analysiss and principall component aanalysis (PCA)). They explain
the SOM model is morre effective inn dealing withh noisy and irrregular data aand providingg more inform
mative
interpretattions and strucctures of data w
with multiple vvariables. In thhis way, they aassert that it iss more visually
y and
easily undderstandable. The
T SOM moddel is effectivee in enhancingg clustering peerformance annd results as it uses
both the leexical propertiies and the relationship betw
ween letters (thhe letter combbinations) in thhe input docum
ments
(Johnsson,, 2012; Liu, Liiu, & Wang, 20012).
In spite off the effectivenness of the SO
OM model in reeducing and viisualizing highh dimensional data space, as well
as retaininng the most distinctive
d
featu
tures of the innputs, with poositive impactss on clusteringg performance
e and
accuracy, some problem
ms and limitatioons have beenn seen when it has been adoppted in some cclassification tasks.
t
Flexer arggues that comppared to traditioonal clusteringg methods, succh as vector quuantization andd multidimensional
scaling, “S
SOM performss significantly worse in term
ms of data pointts misclassifiedd especially w
with higher num
mbers
of clusterss in the data seets” (1996, p. 446). Furtherm
more, traditionnal multidimennsional methodds tend to presserve
the distancces between innputs much moore effectivelyy than SOMs, aas each variablle relies on a ppredefined disttance
in feature space. It is also
a
difficult too explain the results intuitivvely of some applications oof SOMs, nor is it
possible too build a generrative model foor the data (Villlmann, 1999).
Given the purposes of the text clusteering and the nature of thee data, I suggest that the S
SOM model iss still
appropriatte in our case and
a that the SO
OM model is m
more capable than traditionaal techniques iin organizing large,
l
complex ddatasets. The SOM
S
can accuurately define the similarity between data points, with ppositive impacts on
clustering performance and the identiification of auuthors of dispuuted texts (tw
weets). Furtherm
more, clustering is
based on m
many differennt variables annd features, inccluding letter--pair frequenciies as well as lexical prope
erties,
which are difficult to maanage with tradditional clusterr analysis methhods.
4. Data
Twitter users. T
Twitter was ch
hosen
This studyy is based on reeal-world data derived from tweets writtenn by different T
because it is the world’ss largest microoblog service. The tweets in this study havve a maximum
m of 140 chara
acters
as they weere retrieved shhortly before T
Twitter officiallly expanded itts character coount to 280 on November 8, 2017.
The shortnness of these tweets made thhem appropriaate for the purpposes of this study. Furtherm
more, Twitter has
h a
serious harrassment and abuse
a
problem
ms due to the annonymous natuure of many ussers. It is hoped that the results of
this study can help in thee detection of uusers who use social media pplatforms, suchh as Twitter, ffor illegal purposes.
One probllem encounterred, however, was accessinng the relevannt data. Differrent free corppora, including
g the
Edinburghh Twitter Corppus or Quandl, are no longerr available. Furthermore, Tw
witter does not allow tweets to be
published or shared onlline because oof issues surroounding user rrights. Furtherrmore, Twitterr no longer alllows
tweets to bbe used for accademic purposes for free. A
Acquiring Twittter data was nnot an entirelyy a straight-forrward
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process.
One way to overcome the challenge and obtain Twitter data was to directly retrieve data from the public Twitter
Application Programming Interface (API). A piece of software was used to access the Twitter platform and
acquire Twitter datasets as the API provides different functions for researchers, including extracting or retrieving
tweets from user timelines. One advantage of this function is that every retrieved tweet is linked to its account or
user, which was useful for cross validation purposes. There are however two main disadvantages with the API.
First, it does not give access to historical data. Second, only a small portion of Twitter is available through its
popular API, or other application programming interfaces. As such, data were only extracted from live streams,
which were considered to be sufficient for the purposes of the study.
In order to limit the scope of the search, the topic ‘Removal of Confederate monuments’ was selected as a search
term. Data was extracted during August 2017. At that time, tweets were limited to 140 characters. Tweets
containing the words ‘confederate monuments’ were extracted. The tweets were in English, Spanish, and other
languages. Only tweets written in English were used for the purposes of the study. Finally, a corpus of 12,240
tweets from 87 Twitter accounts was developed. Tweets per user ranged from 122 to 146, which was considered
sufficient to construct an accurate author profile.
5. Analysis
The contents of tweets (letter-pair frequencies and lexical frequencies) were mathematically represented so that
the data could be subjected to analysis and processing. GitHub was first used to extract letter combinations from
the selected tweets. All consecutive letters anywhere within a word were extracted. All letter frequencies within
words, whatever their position, were then identified and extracted. For example, the sentence ‘the cat sat on the
mat’ would be segmented as ‘th’, ‘he’, ‘ca’, and so on. In this way, a list of all the two-character sequences, xy,
is compiled and their relative frequency is computed. The number of each of the letter pairs (e.g., ‘th’, ‘he’, ‘ca’,
and ‘at’) is counted for each of the selected tweets in the corpus. In our case, a list of all possible letter-pair
combinations xy was generated. This gave a set of vectors (all possible occurrences of xy) for each of the
selected tweets in the corpus. Following this, all lexical types were extracted.
For computing text similarity and assigning the selected tweets to their authors, SOM methods were used. The
implementation of the SOM was carried out over two stages: training and mapping. The training phase involves
adjusting the weight of the features or variables. Training addresses one of the most significant problems with
text clustering applications, namely the high dimensionality of the data, which can have negative impacts on
clustering performance. With too many dimensions, relative distances between the rows (documents) become
meaningless and results are unreliable (Skillicorn, 2012). This is sometimes referred to as the curse of
dimensionality (Blann, 2015; Ferraty & Romain, 2011). With large numbers of attributes or features, the number
of dimensions can become staggeringly high making the calculations extremely difficult.
In the case of this study, there are thousands of variables covering the letter combinations and the distinctive
lexical features of each text. The number of features or independent variables thus exceeds the number of
observations and consequently the size of the space or context becomes unmanageable. As a solution, this study
used SOMs for dimensionality reduction. There are a number of dimensionality reduction techniques available,
but for this study the SOM technique was chosen because it ensures a reduced dimensional description that
remains representative of the original body of data. Where the dimensionality of the data is very high and the
number of objects makes classification difficult, the SOM first selects inputs in a random way, computes winner
neurons (the most distinctive nodes/features), updates them, and repeats the process for all input data (Kohonen,
2012). The SOM thus provides an orderly mapping of a high dimensional space into much lower dimensional
spaces, leading to dimension reduction and feature extraction for better classification performance (Chen, Lee,
Kotani, & Ohmi, 2010). In this study, the high dimensions of the data were reduced through a process that
produces winning nodes. This process is completed while preserving the neighborhood relationships that exist
within the input datasets. The retained variables are the most distinctive features. These are included in a master
list of all the unique variables of the datasets. This master list included 132 letter combinations and 145 lexical
types.
A problem that arose in this process was the variation in document length. The selected tweets in this study, as
with any given corpus, vary in length. This variation, if not addressed, can have negative impacts on clustering
performance and reliability. Logically, documents that are longer have a greater number of words. As a result,
the values or frequencies for those words increase, and a short document that may have high relevance for a
given term will not necessarily have that relevance reflected in its term frequencies. Longer documents have
higher term frequency values and naturally they have more distinct terms. The length factor inflates the scores of
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longer doccuments, which distorts theirr impact. As ssuch, longer doocuments mayy be favored siimply because they
have moree terms. This leeads to proxim
mity measurem
ments being dom
minated by lonnger documennts. This meanss that
if the lenggth of the doccument increases, the numbber of times a particular terrm occurs in the document also
increases. Consequentlyy, length becom
mes an increaasingly importtant determinaant for clusteriing and these long
documentss will be clusttered together. The same holds true if the documents arre short—the aangles between the
vectors become smaller and as a conseequence short ddocuments willl be clustered together.
The corpus of this study includes hunddreds of tweetss of variable leength. Some tw
weets are compposed of just one or
two wordss (roughly 8–10 characters) while others aare composed of 25–30 wordds (roughly 1225–140 characters).
If variationn in documentt length is not addressed, lonng documents would have bbeen ranked abbove short ones. To
address thhis problem, mean
m
documennt length norm
malization wass used. This iis one of the simplest and most
straightforrward normalizzation methodds and involvess the transform
mation of the rrow vectors off the data matrrix in
relation to the average leength of docum
ments in the coorpus using thee function:

Where:
Mi is the m
matrix row reppresenting the ffrequency proffile of any document collectiion C,
Length (Cii) is the total number
n
of letteer bigrams in C
Ci, and
µ is the meean number off bigrams acrosss all documennts in C:

The values of each row
w vector Mi arre multiplied bby the ratio oof the mean nuumber of bigrrams per document
across the collection C to the numbeer of bigrams in document ci. The longerr the documennt, the numeriically
smaller thee ratio is, and vice versa. Thhis has the effeect of decreasinng the values in the vectors that represent long
documentss, and increasinng them in vecctors that repreesent short onees, relative to aaverage docum
ment length.
Having deealt with the daata dimensionaality and docum
ment length prroblems, the seelected featuress are now read
dy for
the next sstage. In the mapping
m
stagee, similarities or common features betw
ween datasets are calculated
d and
measured. For the purpposes of this study, similarrities betweenn datasets are calculated annd measured using
u
Euclidean distances. Eucclidean distancce is the most commonly useed distance meeasure—it is thhe most natura
al and
intuitive w
way of computting a distancee between two points and it iis defined as tthe straight linne distance betw
ween
two pointss. In mathemaatical terms, E
Euclidean distance is conceerned with stuudying the relaationships betw
ween
distances aand angles in a space. Accoording to Eucliid, A 1-dimennsional, 2-dimnnsional, or 3-ddimensional ca
an be
described and defined by
b axes. For a 1-dimensional space, onlyy a single num
merical measurre is required. The
distance beetween two obbjects can be defined by lenggth and graphiccally representted, as in Figurre 2.

for a 1-dimensiional space
Fiigure 2. Axis fo
merical measuures. A schooll’s playground
d, for
Likewise, a 2-dimensional space cann be defined uusing two num
measurements can be repressented in Eucliidean
instance, ccan be definedd in terms of length and widdth. The two m
geometry aas a 2-dimensiional space as in Figure 3.
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Figgure 3. Axes ffor a 2-dimensiional space
Euclid obsserved that thhere are still oother kinds off physical propperty that cannnot be describbed in one orr two
dimensionns, but require three, such aas real-world bbuildings. In ssuch a case, thhree measurem
ments are requ
uired:
length, width, and heighht, and these ccan be represeented in Eucliddean geometryy as a 3-dimennsional space, as in
Figure 4.

Figgure 4. Axes ffor a 3-dimensiional space
Because itt was impossiible to define more than thhree dimensionns, modern m
mathematics geeneralized Euc
clid’s
concepts oof distance, leength, and anggle so that anyy number of dimensions caan be defined.. For example
e, the
economic growth of devveloping countrries can be reppresented by ann arbitrary largge number of ddimensions, such as
the role off physical and human
h
capital, technologicaal progress, scaale of investmeents, trade, cappital mobility, fixed
assets, net capital stock, and employm
ment. These cann be representeed using N-dim
mensional spacce.
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6. Results
As an initial step in assigning each document to its author, an SOM was used so that neurons (tweets) that shared
the same morphological and lexical features were kept together in the same context or neighborhood. Feature
maps or networks, where neurons in the same neighborhood have connections with each other and belong to a
particular domain or feature, were constructed from this. The generated maps or networks were then used in
classifying the tweets—the data, or tweets, were transformed through this mapping into a classification model. A
neural network was developed for explaining how groups or classes were grouped geometrically. In these neural
networks or maps, the best matching unit (BMU) between similar nodes was calculated using Euclidean distance
methods and the nodes within the same neighborhood were determined. This process identified the clusters
within the SOM by identifying each clusters component.
The SOM divided the space of the tweets into a number of clusters and every cluster or class included all those
tweets that had a high coefficient of correlation. It is proposed that the further two clusters are from each other
(the greater the difference in morphology and lexicon between two clusters), the lower the correlation coefficient
between the tweets within these clusters is. The matrix divides into 8 main clusters and further divides into a
number of sub-clusters. The number of these sub-clusters was compared to the same number of author profiles
for validation. The mapped data points of each cluster were used in developing user segmentation profiles. The
profile-based method was then used and all documents/tweets grouped together were considered to be written by
the same author or user. Results obtained were then compared to the known-author tweets in order to find the
correct authors of particular tweets and evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. The results indicated
that classification accuracy based on the proposed system (using letter pair combinations and distinctive lexical
features) is around 76%. Up to 22% of this accuracy was lost, however, when only distinctive words were used,
and 26% was lost when the classification was based on letter combinations and morphological patterns only.
I suggest that the integration of letter-pairs and morphological patterns improves the accuracy of determining the
authors of very short texts, as seen in the case of the Twitter posts analyzed here. This indicates that integrating
the way the words are used along with the lexical features of the data, leads to better classification performance
in analyzing very short texts. It is also clear that the use of a self-organizing map (SOM) leads to better
clustering performance with its capacity to integrate two different linguistic levels (i.e., both morphological and
lexical features) of each author profile. Unlike conventional classification methods, SOMs have the potential to
integrate more than one variable with positive implications for identifying authorship. It was also clear that the
data mapping was easily interpreted and that the tweets were clearly grouped and visualized in terms of the
characteristics that unified them.
7. Conclusion
In order to address the limitations of current quantitative linguistic approaches to authorship detection in very
short texts, this paper has proposed a new method that considers letter-pair frequencies/combinations along with
the lexical features of documents. Given the uniqueness of language in social media, it is believed that letter
information or mapping carries unique stylistic features that can be used alongside analysis of lexical features to
enhance authorship detection in relation to very short texts. Controversial texts can thus be assigned to their
authors by detecting stable word combinations and morphological patterns, as well as identifying lexical features.
In order to test the proposed method, a corpus of 12,240 tweets derived from 87 Twitter accounts was created
and the SOM model was used to classify input patterns that shared common features. This was used to assign
tweets grouped under one class membership to a particular author. Results indicate that classification accuracy
based on the integration of the morphological patterns and lexical features of texts is around 76%. Up to 22% of
this accuracy was lost, however, when only distinctive words were used, and 26% was lost when classification
was based on letter combinations and morphological patterns only. The integration of letter-pairs and
morphological patterns had the advantage of improving the accuracy of determining the author of a given tweet.
This indicates that the integration of different variables into an integrated system leads to a better classification
performance when analyzing very short texts. It is also clear that the use of the self-organizing map (SOM) led to
better clustering performance with its capacity to integrate two different linguistic levels (i.e., morphological and
lexical features) of each author profile. It should be noted however that while this approach is suitable for tweets
and very short texts (less than 140 characters) in English, it is not clear whether it is appropriate for other
languages. It was also clear that the SOM model had the advantage of reducing the high dimensionality of data
with minimal loss of information, which also had a positive impact on clustering performance. Finally, it can be
claimed that the use of quantitative linguistics offers opportunities to detect linguistic properties and processes
through computational methods. Such quantitative concepts can be usefully exploited to address the limitations
of traditional linguistic and stylometric approaches. This study adopted a mathematical analysis of linguistic
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properties and processes to assess authorship detection in relation to very short texts. This approach is consistent
with the role that language technology and computational tools play in addressing scholarly issues regarding the
changing nature of language in an era of social media.
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